
Data Protection & Recovery
Simple.
Affordable.
Trust RecoverCloud to Safeguard 
Your Business
Companies have relied on tape backups or other internal systems 
for preserving information for decades. Today, those methods 
are as past their prime as paper files. They’re expensive and 
unreliable. Failures are common. Security breaches are a threat. 
Unfortunately, businesses often don’t realize the risks they run 
until the damage has been done. With RecoverCloud by PCS you 
can guard against threats with a system that will work for your 
business - one that’s easy to manage and suits your budget and 
business needs.

Accredited Managed Services Provider

State-of-the-art Operations Center with Cutting 

Edge Technology

24x7x365 Remote Help Desk and On-site Support

Experienced, Certified Technicians and Engineers

Predictable Monthly Cost, Scalable Level of Service

Remote Resolution of Issues more than 90% of the 

Time

Easy to Understand Graphical Reporting of 

Performance

Benefits

Speed, Reliability, Scalability
Using Tier 1 backbone providers and multiple gigabits of 
provisioned bandwidth capacity delivers maximum speed, 
reliability and virtually unlimited scalability. Increasing data 
growth is covered with petabyte storage potential on the 
backend.

RecoverCloud

No customer hardware purchase required

All-in-one backup solution requires no third-party
software, hardware or cloud

Meeting Compliance Requirements

Compliance requirements are rapidly changing and often 
burdensome. Don’t worry - we’re on top of them all so you 
don’t have to be. Our expert team monitors the relevant 
criteria for your business environment and deploys solutions 
accordingly.



Integrated All-in-one Backup Solution

A complete backup solution no longer requires multiple  
vendors. RecoverCloud by PCS combines software, storage 
saving de‐duplication, and offsite replication. All without
per‐ server or per‐application licensing fees. 

Protect Against Problems. Recover Quickly 
If They Strike

RecoverCloud makes it easy to safeguard your business 
information. Installation is simple and backups are 
automatic. Security is uncompromised, with maintenance 
handled by a dedicated group of professionals. The offsite 
storage system allows scalability and provides 24/7 file 
restoration.

About PCS

At Precision Computer Services, we don’t think you should 
have to pay for services you don’t need. That’s why we offer a 
boutique approach to IT management so that you can select 
only the services that will benefit your company. The choice 
is yours.
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Windows & Linux

Continually protects 
desktops, laptops & 
servers 

Data recovery driven 
by the end user or 
administrator

Fast, network-speed 
recovery times

Can restore whole volume 
or specific files, emails or 
folders

Brick-level restore of 
Microsoft Exchange

Microsoft SQL Server 
support

Custom scheduling

Custom restore intervals 
for tight recovery point 
objectives (RPOs)

Services 

Data Backup Disaster Recovery

Off-site backups 
according to an 
automated schedule

Eliminates the hassle of 
tape archives

Protection from fire, theft, 
sabotage and natural 
disasters

Data encrypted at a 
leading data center

Fully replicated appliance 
sent overnight if there’s a 
site failure
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Key Differentiators

Backup Essentials
It’s essential today to implement a multi-faceted backup 
solution, to ensure full data protection for businesses and 
for the MSP to confirm its expertise in the solution it 
chooses to provide. Three backup essentials are:

• Image-Based Backup
With  image-based backup entire systems are backed up, 
there is no missing that one critical file. 

• Hybrid Cloud-Based Model
Because tape is a manual process it is fraught with human 
mishaps, making the validity of the off-site backups 
questionable. Using instant off-site virtualization in a secure 
hybrid cloud-based model is the most preferred and reliable.

• Testing and Proof of Backup
A must for an essential backup plan is one that includes 
automated testing and proof of backup. RecoverCloud's 
Screenshot Backup Verification is a comprehensive and  
automated way to confirm the validity and content of 
backups.




